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HYBRID SPACE

CATALOGUE ESSAY (EXTRACT) BY CHRIS SHARKEY,

Opposite: (cropped)

Late Light Everlasting 1999

122 x 140 em
Acrylic and oil on board
Private collection, Perth

This is an extract fro m the catalogue essay written by Dr Chris Sharkey in 2001 for the exhibition Hybrid Space held at Stafford Studios of
Fine Art, Perth, Western Australia. It provides a considered account of the artwork from a scholar's perspective.

WHAT DISTINGUISHES JUDITH DINHAM'S paintings in this
exhibition, Hybrid Space, is a sense of the desert as a site of
abundance and the conceptual clarity of her work which is
combined with a resistance to closure, readily apparent in the
structure of her imagery. She all ows for nuances of meaning
by creating spati al options for transference, eli sion, change, or
exchange. Her images ce lebrate difference as a cross-fertilisation
or hybridity of cu ltures that enriches and enhances, rather than
diminishes, and wh ich shifts notions of place, home, and land from
the proprietorial (tightly bounded) to a site blessed with many layers
of experience , memory and meaning over a long period. While
escaping the (paradoxical) boundedness of ungrounded sensation
in the very structure of her work, she resists those aspects of
postmodern aesthetics that assume 'being' is nothing but fleeting
sensations, or quotations or historicisms from the past truncated
from present existence. While very aware of the ever-shifting nature
of surfaces, (just as human emotions fluctuate), Dinham points to
an underlying stabi lity that grounds constant surface fluctuations
in nature. She suggests that desert sand dunes, wh ile constituted
by an eterna lly moving surface, nonetheless simultaneously
maintain their fundamental structure 1 The point is an important
one in understanding both her work and creativity. For shifting the
analogy to the human level, we can assuredly say that the 'inner'
person remains stable despite the emotions of grief, joy, pain, or
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elation, and so on. This position departs radically from that which
normalises postmodern exhaustion and fragmentation. It is the
balance between change and stabi lity that is a both the subject ,
and a hallmark, of her work.
Outback abundance, fecundity, the feminine, natural world,
earthiness and beauty, a sense of belonging, of re-connecting,
of home: Hybrid Space ce lebrates a paradoxical, unseasonable
abundance. Out-of-season plenitude and fruitfulness confou nds
seasonal arid ity; regeneration abounds at a desert site often visited
and its surrounds explored by the artist: Meeline Station, southeast of Mount Magnet in Western Australia.
Many Australians are well acquainted w ith the debate that has
centred around the metaphorical significance of the desert. The
heartbeat or pulse of Australian sensibility for some, for others the
desert is a site of intractable alienation where the power of the
negative sublime overw helms, scorning human effort to introduce
European agricultural and pastoral , let alone cultura l habits into
the Australian interior. Dinham 's vision of abundance and sense of
integration between cu ltures in Flower Well tangibly recreates and
then welds cultural difference. A commonplace enough theme, the
carpet inside the homestead, serves to draw focus to the ground, to
the solid patterned layer of the oriental carpet square, worn, exuding
comfort in a tough terrain where the very earth from outside finds

Opposite: (cropped)

Floral Compass 2004

Fine Carpet Ground 1999

30 x 50 em

122 x 140 em
Oil and techn ologically
manipulated media on boa rd

Acrylic and technologica lly
ma ni pulated med ia
on board

Collection: Voyage r Estate

Pri vate collection

its way into the plush, clear coloured pile, and becomes embedded
in it. Such is the symbolic site where the many threads of 'outback'
life and living are drawn together.
Apart from the ontology of Hybrid Space it's a desert story; an
'outback ' narrative. A sense of place evolves gradually in the suite
of paintings, the visual tale unfolding, this journey simultaneously
bu ilding understanding and knowing.
The theme of 'inside/outside, microcosm, macrocosm, and all
that it conjures, has had eight hundred years to embed itself into
the Western art-h istorical and cultural psyche . From the time of
Flemish primitive interiors this juxtaposition or contingency of the
inner and outer has become a familiar way of exploring human
terrains. Surface accoutrements of civi li sed comfort and elaborate
floor styles - often intricately tiled - were inseparable from a
cosmo logy and ontology incorporating a sense of divine interaction
and patterning in human life and organisation. There was no
fear of abundance, of fecundity, on either the material or spiritual
planes. The interior brought into counterpoi nt the vast outer world:
the macrocosm. The contingent nature of the interior and exterior
worlds were unescapable aspects of every life. Hybrid Space teases
out new aspects of this theme.
Hybrid Carpet and Linoleum Depths show the material legacy of
three fine Persian carpets, purchased consensual ly in 1953 by
Dinham's sister, Karen's, parents-in-law after prolonged deliberation.

When their son, Adrian Morrissey, and his wife, Judith's sister
Karen , moved into th e homestead, the character of the inside
was influenced by the exotic , floral Persian carpets bringing a
sense of luxury and comfort that contrasted with the sparsity of
a vernacular Westralian homestead: verandahed, tin-walled and
tin-roofed. The patterned luxuriance of the carpets' flowers both
extend and contrast with the simultaneous , a-typical burgeoning
of an autumnal external carpet of everlastings after unseasonable
rains. Red dust and heat are relieved only by brief intervals of more
moderate sun; rains settle the red earth for only short periods .
Comfortable with such cultural hybridity, the Persian carpet
signifies the many strands of the domestic microcosm . Here the
nitty-gritty of famil y relations, of intimacy and togetherness, of fun
and difference are worked through. It is also a site of sociability, of
preparation for pleasurable family or wider gatherings as well as of
domestic work and chores such as attending business accounts.
The myriad of threads that structure the lives and existence of
family members and narratives are symbolica lly held together, in
al l their variety, repetitions, co lour and form in the patterning of the
carpet. Both order and abundance are integrated in the very ground
of existence. Then too, carpets are made to step on. Stepping
out, even one stride particularly when the next step is uncertain,
signifies daily choice . Stepping on , and out, is inseparable from
earthing or grounding. Lives unfold just so , in a pattern as complex
and rich as that echoed in the carpet.
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Night Sky 2004
62 x 180 em
Acrylic on board
Private collection

Opposite Page L-R

Red Clouds 2003
Walking in the Sun 2003
Sunshade 2003
30

x 35 em

Acrylic on board
Pri vate collections

Sometimes th e transition from inte ri or to macrocosm is sea mless,
as in Flower Well. Despite the vast spatial contrast and demands
outside the homestead, in terms of area and work, and
notwithstand ing the ever-fluctuating co lours of sky and vegetation
w ith changing weather and seasons, the ca rpet ground is the
workspace nearest Meeline Station . The flowers stretc h to the
horizon.
The flatness of Din ham's rend erin g of th e extern al carpet of fl owers
in Late Light Everlasting cance ls trad itiona l notions of 'horizon'.
There is no horizon to scan or to beckon one into the distance. 2
The only view possible is immediate: down to the ground. Looking
down at the earth and its abundance cannot but trigger, no matter
how integra l and imbued with memory and significance fo r the
Meeline Station owners, the more ancient. ingrained memory
of previous indigenous occupiers. Th is overlapping of claims is
honoured rather than contested or denied. It is a structural feature
of Late Light Everlasting. The laye red, multiple boundaries typ ica l of
mu ch of Dinham's work in this show acknowledge overl aps rath er
than ri gid bo un daries. Passages of moveme nt or fl ow in the design
create nuanced, negotiated, sometimes broken borders. Hybrid
Carpet, Late Light Everlasting, and Linoleum Depths witness to
many layers of memory, cu ltural interaction and mingling. Gentle
ruptures : transitional gaps - as distinct from hard-edged, staccato
or aggress ive lines (foreign to Dinham's pa interly repertoire)- perm it
con nections that float from different lives, spaces, and generations.
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The transitional, buffer zone between interior and exterior in Late
Light Everlasting exemplifies her preference for a more mysterious
'between' space, fo r th e metaphysics of flux and da rkness before
emanation into another, diffe rent space . This is a negati ve, not a
ni hil istic, space, wh ich tee ms w ith possibility. It is etern ally the site
of potentia l, of waiting to be annunciated, to be fas hioned anew. It
is th e horizon of the unsa id wa iti ng to be give n birth . It is a centre
or sort of ge nerati ve non-place.
Grounded in the commonplace and the immediate - floo r
coveri ng and the everl asting flower carpet - Dinham's vision has
a metaphysics and a cosmo logy that's counter-cultura l; much
postmodern thought exc ludes al l notions of ground or essence .
Characteristica lly, the aspiration to a clarity that does not ossify into
rigidity - that incorporates escape routes, shifting drifts of light,
overlapping spaces even in the known symmetry of Persian design
- is an ontologica l as wel l as a narrative statement.

CHRIS SHARKEY, BA PhD is a visual and cultural historian, educator
and curator.
Notes:

l.

Judith Dinham, 'Hybrid Space and an Artist's Experience of Place'. (unpublished)
Doctorate thesis, University of Western Sydney, 2000 p.144.

2.

Dinham contrasts spatial possession, denoted by the horizon, with the touch
implicit when the eye is drawn to the ground , rather than into the distance.
See Dinham, op. cit. p.p. 121-131.

JUDITH DINHAM
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Information made available at exhibitions can provide a context for viewing the artworks. In 2004, for the first solo show at Gu nyu lgup
Galleries, in the Margaret River region of WA, a handout was available for gallery visitors. Reproduced here it provides a succinct overview
of the artist's work at this time.

AS THE TITLE SUGGESTS, the two interconnected themes of this
exhibition are the living desert and living in the desert Notions
of habitation and rejuvenation counter traditional Outback themes
of ali enation and desolation.
The paintings, like al l of the artist's work over the past 13 years,
relate to her experience of Meeline Station, a sheep station 600km
north of Perth in a region dubbed the 'accessible Outback'. Meeline
is where the artist's sister and family live.

recognise th e fusion of the homestead's imported carpets with the
desert floor as being a metaphor for a non -Aboriginal habitation of
an Australian desert location. In many of these works a stronger
connection between the floral carpets and linoleums of the
domestic env ironment was made wi th the 'ca rpets of everlastings'
blooming outside.
In this exhibition, everlastings - flowers that are both ephemeral
and eternal -also spring from life-giving wells; or are broken down
to petals that are ordered into regular rows across the painting
surface. The methodical process of laying down these marks- that
evo lved out of the process of painting the flowers - in turn recalls
(l ike the footprints in earlier works) the experience of wa lking over
the land, of being there.

In the artwork, direct references are made to sa lt lakes, we lls for
water, the homestead carpets and everlastings (papery flowers
that cover the ground in a good season). Other references are less
obvious: the harsh sun light directs the eyes down to the ground
plane and on this flat surface, a pattern of small details and the
shadows of passing clouds are revealed . The sun also throws deep
'black' shadows and therefore black is as much a feature of the
landscape as the burnt-orange ground and grey-green foliage.

In all thi s work , the artist slips behind the iconic Outback image
and captures something of the immediate within the eternal, the
life within the harshness and the domestic in the remote.

More importantly though, the paintings work on a metaphorical
level and explore a number of ideas about the experience of being
in the desert landscape. Peop le familiar with the artist's work wi ll

Gunyu/gup Galleries Gunyu!gup Valley Drive Yallingup
enquiries@gunyulgupgalleries. com. au

Ph (08) 9755 2177
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Previous Page Left:

Cosmic Flowers 1999
122

x 140 em

Acrylic and technologically
manipulated media on board
Private collection, Yallingup

Previous Page Right:

Emu Girl 2000
122

x 140 em

Acrylic and techno logically
manipulated media on board
Private collection, Yallingup

Floral Dress 2003
115 x 80 em
Acrylic, mixed media and wax
encaustic on board

Dressed in Flowers 2003
115

x 80

em

Acrylic , mixed media and wax
encaustic on board

Above:

Opposite: (cropped)

In the Breeze 2004

Drifting 2005

80 x 115 em

80 x 115 em

Oil on board

Oi l on board

UNFOLDINGS PAINTINGS BY JUDITH DINHAM
3RD- 20TH FEBRUARY, 2005 @ STAFFORD STUDIOS- EXHIBITION REVIEW BY JUDITH MCGRATH

This is an exhibition review by Judith McGrath originally published in 2005 in Art Seen in Western Australia. http://www.artseeninwa.com/
unfoldings.html Reproduced here, it provides an example of a reviewer responding to, and writing about, an exhibition she has viewed . In
this case, the review also represents a fair account of the artist's work at this time . The notion of a hybrid or in-between space, that is an
articulation of two realms, is being advanced in new ways.

THE ONGOING REFERENTIAL THEME of Judith Dinham's work is
the experience of the non-indigenous woman's life in the Outback.
We don't need to have experienced living in an isolated homestead
to relate to the temper of these works, as the artist places us
at the border of real and surreal by juxtaposing ideas of inside/
outside and above/below. These are poetic concepts that make
for contemplative works and if it's a broad leap between idea and
imagery the artist has, for the most part, covered the distance well
in her richly painted references to Earth and the Ethers.
Previously we've seen floral patterns of linoleum inside the
homestead echoing the carpet of Everlastings outside on the desert
floor, wh ich in turn reflect the canopy of stars above at night. In this
exhibition Dinham references these themes of confined domestic
and unlimited desert realms then progresses a step further to
articulate the space between the flat blue sky overhead and the flat
orange land underfoot. She adeptly registers the movement of hot
air as it begins to stir then gains momentum via gossamer window
curtains that react to the strength of the wind.
Dinham 's images
while holding us
of the paint. She
curtain hangs on
42

bring the viewer to the brink of imaginary flight
safely to the surface with the physical aspects
suggests variations of air currents as the white
a washing line casting a solid shadow on the
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ochre ground. First it reaches out and puts a stra in on the line (In
the Breeze) until it breaks free and flies away like some strange
winged creature in its own right (Drifting) until it is caught by a
wire fence (Blow Wind, Blow) and brought back to earth. Through
it all we notice how the 'white' of the fabric is in fact composed
of manipu lating the rich ochre and blue colours into subtle hints of
earth and sky hues.
Exh ibits inspired by floral patterned floor coverings are of interest
as much for their technique and colour as for the thoughts and
memories they evoke. The warm reds of the small Diamonds
and Roses and the cool blues of the large Linoleum Clouds offer
interest in texture and technique as much as for their sense of
fusing domestic and desert environments. Also appreciated are
those images of rippled reflections on the surface of a saltlake as
they distort and blur set boundaries and take us into yet another
dimension of the mind .
Take a walk through the gallery and discover ideas of your own
that will 'unfold' while viewing these strong, warm paintings of
life and spirit, home and hope, found on the edge of a desert.
Judith McGrath is a freelance art writer and reviewer for newspapers

and magazines.

Blow Wind Blow 2005
30 x 50 em
Oil on board
Private collection, Perth

TECHNICAL PROCESSES

Opposite: (cropped)

Linoleum Clouds 2005

100 x 120 em
Acrylic and technologically
manipulated media on board

Art-making is a fusion of ideas and form. Underpinning the production of artwork is the technical facility that an artist has developed over
many yea rs of work. New techniques are sometimes developed to extend the visual language but in the end, it is how processes are used
and to what expressive end, that matters. In some instances for the viewer, knowing something of the method brings deeper understanding
of the artwork.
JUD ITH DINHAM'S PA INTINGS are completed in acrylics or in
oils, though mostly, the oil paintings are begun in acrylics because
their faster drying time al lows the artist to estab lish the structure of
the painting before moving onto slow drying oils. The paintings are
completed on board rather than canvas and usua lly, the artist works
with the boards la id on the floor.

The other way the artist uses wax is as a layer over the surface of a
comp leted painting. In this process, the pa inting is laid flat and the
me lted wax is spread over it. When this app lication sets the wax is
opaque, and must be reheated w ith a rad iator lamp until it melts
aga in. After this process , the wax sets transparent, diffusing the
light in a way that gives the surface visual depth and warmth.

In her paintings Judith Dinham often incorporates the archaic
methods of encaustic - as well as processes that involve the latest
digita l imagi ng tec hno logies. Her friend t he artist, Elizabeth Fo rd
int roduced Judith to encaustic and some of the digita l imagi ng
techni ques, wh ich Judith has si nce developed to meet va ri ous
expressive cha ll enges.

The plans fo r a number of Judith Dinham's pai nti ngs have included
representations of Persian ca rpets, old li no leums and the pattern s of
detritu s scattered over the hard desert ground. In severa l artworks,
pieces of linoleum have been used directly into the pa int ing. However,
a different approach was requi red for other works. After some
expe ri mentation, the artist found an approach that she cou ld use to
ach ieve her aims of melding grou nd and f loor-covering effects.

Encaustic is a process of pa inting w ith clear and pi gmented wax
that dates from ancient ti mes. The Roma n histori an, Pliny the Elder,
writ ing in the first century AD, refers to artists fro m the fi fth century
BC us ing wax encaustic methods. The con temporary reviva l of
encausti c processes is associated w ith arti sts such as Di ego Rive ra
and Jasper Johns. Jud ith Dinham uses encaustic processes in two
ma in ways. Ochre, a powdery, pigmented so il that is sometimes
dug from sites - but also purchased from art supp li ers and hardware
stores in a range of ea rthy co lou rs - is wo rked into a paste using a
mixture of melted beeswax and ca rn auba wax. Thi s is th en spread
onto the pa int ing board w ith a pa lette knife before be ing fu sed to
the surface w ith a heat gun.

Photograp hs of the carpets, linoleum and grou nd were take n in
sections and sca nned into the co mputer to be reassembled . The
im perfect joins between the photograp hs gave the ca rpets and
li no leum an animated quality that was retained by the arti st. Prints
were then enlarged using co lou r photocopy processes. An acryli c
binder medium app li ed in layers created a t hi ck, clear po lymer
surface. If t he images were then fl oated in a tray of water, the back
layers of paper co ul d be scrubbed off leaving th e photo im pri nt
on th e polymer. When thi s was laid back into t he pa inting, t he
tra nspa rent sections allowed th e un derneath pa inting layers to
show t hrough and a melded effect was created.
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JUDITH DIN HAM
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS

199 1

Landscape Learning, w ith poet, Gl en Philli ps, Th e British Institute,
Fl orence, Ita ly.

1991

Nothing more real to me, Leaning on images: .. , with poet ,
Glen Phillips, Perth Ga ll eri es .

Assoc iateship in Art Teaching, WA IT.

1988

Fiords and Cypresses Charcoa l and Pastel Drawi ngs, Pert h
Ga ll eries .

REPRESENTATION IN PERMAN ENT COLLECTIONS

1986

Drawing, Fremant le Art Ce ntre.

Doctor of Creative Arts- Contemporary Arts, UWS.
Master of Educat ion (Art ), UWA .
Bachelor of Ed ucation (A rt), WA IT.

Artba nk.
Bank West Co llection.

Selected Invitation Group Exhibitions

Chia ng Mai Univers ity, Thaila nd.

Participation in many invitat ion and curated group exhibitions in cl udes:

City of Freman tl e Co llection, WA.
Curti n Univers ity of Technology Art Col lection, WA.
Edit h Cowan University Art Co llection, WA.
Ita lian Co nsu late, WA.

2004

Mixed Passions, Stafford Studios of Fi ne Art, Perth.

2003

Continuum, Perth Co ll ege Art Exh ibitio n.

2002-5

Cossack Art Awards, Invited artist, WA.

Ka lgoorli e Co llege, Ka lgoorlie , WA.

2000

Transitions, Church Gallery, Perth.

Kott Gunning and Associates Corporate Col lection, Perth .

1998

Being, Sir Charles Gairdner Gallery, Perth.

Mindarie Regiona l Cou ncil, Perth.

1998

Earth-Woman-Environment, Tap Gallery, Sydney; Auckland, New
Zea land.

1997-04

Through Australian Women's Eyes, ARC Ga ll ery, Chicago; Hera
Ga ll ery, Wakefield, Rhode Island , USA. Tour ing regional NSW
and Queensland gal leries in 2000-04.

1997-00

Local is Global, Personal is Political, St Petersburg, Russia;
Sydney; New Zealand.

Royal Perth Hospital Collection.
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospita l Collection, Perth.
University of Western Sydney.
Voyager Estate Co llection, WA.

EXHIBITIONS

Solo and Collaborative Project Exhibitions

1997

Catalyst, Women,Art,Science, Hampshire, England.

2005

Unto/dings, Stafford Studios of Fine Art, Perth.

1996

2004

Desert-Living-Desert, Gunyulgup Galleries, Ya llingup, WA.

Judith Dinham, Ju-Lan Huang, Shim Bum-Sik and Fan Liu,
Long Gallery, Wollongong, NSW.

2001

Hybrid Space, Stafford Studios of Fine Art, Perth.

1996

Tattersalls Club Invitation Landscape Art Prize, Brisbane.

2000

Carpets of Flowers, Space YZ, Sydney.

1995

1999

Work in progress ... , Wilkinson Pavil ion Gallery, Perth.

Looking West: WA Women from the City of Fremantle Collection,
Fremantle Arts Centre.

1996

Desert Ground (not deserted ground) Moray Gal lery, Dunedin,
New Zealand.

1995

Landscape as Metaphor, Tony Hayes Gallery, Perth.

1995

Ground Carpets, as part of the 'Women Artists of the Nineties'
series of invitation solo exhibitions, The Door Gallery, Fremantle.

1995

Lo Spallo-the Space, with Julia Ciccarone & Rina Franz, Perth
Institute of Contemporary Arts (PICA), Perth. Toured regional
galleries in 1996/7.

1991

Canguri in Chianti, with poet, Glen Phillips, La Rocca, Castellina
in Chianti, Italy.
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1991

Artists' Artists, Festival of Perth , Fremantle Art Centre.

1991

Landscape Views, Chiang Mai University, Thai land.

1988

Artemis Exhibits No Second Thoughts, Festival of Perth Exhibition,
Fremantle.

1987

Interiors , Six person exhibition, Fremantle Art Centre.

1987

Arks, ARX'87 (Australia and
Black Swan Gallery, Fremantle.

Regions

Artist

Exchange),

Selected Commissions

In Book Publications

1994-5

The new Northam Regional Hospital , Public Art Commission,
Western Australian Government Percent for Art scheme.

Book of Days: Edith Cowan University Art Collection. Perth: ECU, 2002.

1994

Artwork for Landscapes Two Year Calendar, Access Press .

1992

Entry Statement, Perth International Airport, Federal Airport
Corporation.

Projects
1994-6

Landscape & You, a twelve episode art series for SBS and ABC
National Televisio n.

1990-3

Landscape Learning, a cross disciplinary, co llaborative arts
project with poet, Glen Phil li ps, working in Western Australia and
Verdaccio Stud ios, Italy.

COMMENTARY

Essays and Journal Articles
Sharkey, Chris. 'Hybrid Space'. (catalogue essay), Hybrid Space, Perth: ECU 2001
Moore, Margaret. "Cultural Navigation - Reconciling Sites of 'Belonging'".
(catalogue essay), Lo Spazio - the Space, Perth: Perth Institute of
Contemporary Arts, 1995.
Mucciarelli, Marco. 'Sui Chianti Ombre Lunghe Daii'Australia. Opera e progetti di
Judith Dinham un'artista che lavoro da se i mesi a Castellina'. Lo Sparviero, .5, 3.

Drysdale Green, Jean. Arteffects. New York: Watson Guptill , 1993 .
Drury, Neville (ed.). New Art Seven: Profiles in Contemporary Australian Art.
NSW: Craftsman Hse, 1992.
Thorpe , D.W. Who's Who of Australian Visual Artists. Melbourne: NAVA
1991 and 1995.
'
Germaine, Max (ed.). A Dictionary of Women Artists of Australia. NSW:
Craftsman House , 1991.
Goldstein, Nathan. A Drawing Handbook. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1986.

Videos
Landscapes and Artists: a painter and a poet's exploration of landscapes in
Australia and Italy. Perth: ECU, 1994. Screened on SBS and regiona l ABC .

'A Visual Artist in the Field: Judith Dinham', Episode 7, Landscape & You
Perth: ECU, 1996. Screened on national ABC and SBS.
Approaches to Landscape: Four Artists, Perth: Kalgoorlie Co llege, 1993.

Newspaper/On-line Reviews & Radio Interviews
Reviews in local, overseas and on- li ne papers; media interviews including
several for Arts National, ABC Radio National.

Harpley, Melissa. 'Natura l and Unnatural Landscapes'. Art/ink: (1991).
Baxter, Maggie. 'Learning the Lan dscape'. Fremantle Arts Review. .6, 6,.13-15.
Baxter, Maggie. Nothing More Real To Me, Leaning On Images: ... , (catalogue
essay), Perth: ECU, 1991.
Cousins, Jane. Ta king Another Look. Praxis M, 19, 35-38.

Th e artist, Judith Dinham, is represented by
Stafford Studios of Fine Art, 102 Forrest Street, Cottesloe WA, www.sta~fordstudios . com.au and
Gunyulgup Galleries, Gunyulgup Va lley Drive, Yallingup, WA, www.gunyulgupgalleries.com.au
Further information ca n be obta ined from these sou rces as well as judith.dinham@bigpond.com

Meeline Station is located 600kms north of the State capital, Perth in Western Australia. Station stays for art and other special interest groups are
available as part of the Accessible Outback initiative.
Contacts: Karen and Adria n Morrissey Tel +61 (0)8 9963 5828, PO Box 462 Mt Magnet WA 6638, meeline@ bigpond.com
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